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Abstract
Deep hashing enables computation and memory efficient
image search through end-to-end learning of feature representations and binary codes. While linear scan over binary
hash codes is more efficient than over the high-dimensional
representations, its linear-time complexity is still unacceptable for very large databases. Hamming space retrieval enables constant-time search through hash lookups, where for
each query, there is a Hamming ball centered at the query
and the data points within the ball are returned as relevant.
Since inside the Hamming ball implies retrievable while
outside irretrievable, it is crucial to explicitly characterize
the Hamming ball. The main idea of this work is to directly
embody the Hamming radius into the loss functions, leading
to Maximum-Margin Hamming Hashing (MMHH), a new
model specifically optimized for Hamming space retrieval.
We introduce a max-margin t-distribution loss, where the
t-distribution concentrates more similar data points to be
within the Hamming ball, and the margin characterizes the
Hamming radius such that less penalization is applied to
similar data points within the Hamming ball. The loss function also introduces robustness to data noise, where the similarity supervision may be inaccurate in practical problems.
The model is trained end-to-end using a new semi-batch optimization algorithm tailored to extremely imbalanced data.
Our method yields state-of-the-art results on four datasets
and shows superior performance on noisy data.

1. Introduction
Recent years we have witnessed the significant growth in
computer vision applications that generate large-scale and
high-dimensional visual data online. Thus, developing multimedia retrieval method of high efficiency and accuracy is
a popular topic in both academic and industrial communities. Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) search, which
can well compromise the retrieval accuracy and computational efficiency, has attracted increasing attention. There

are two solutions to ANN search: indexing [22] and hashing
[46]. Hashing methods aim to convert high-dimensional visual data into compact binary codes while preserving their
similarity relationship in the Hamming space. This work
focuses on learning to hash [46], a data-dependent hashing
scheme for efficient image retrieval that has shown better
performance than data-independent methods. Seminal work
of learning to hash includes Local Sensitive Hash (LSH)
[11] and Spectral Hashing (SH) [47], to name a few.
A rich line of learning to hash methods have been proposed for efficient ANN search, which enables Hamming
ranking over compact binary hash codes of database points
and user queries. These methods mainly fall into unsupervised methods [20, 13, 37, 33, 51, 34] and supervised methods [30, 32, 52]. Recently, deep learning to hash methods
[49, 21, 41, 10, 7, 4, 29, 43, 16, 17, 27] have employed deep
networks for end-to-end learning of feature representations
and binary codes, through which non-linear hash functions
are readily supported. These methods have achieved stateof-the-art retrieval performance, validating the importance
of jointly learning similarity-preserving representations and
controlling quantization error of converting the continuous
representations into binary codes [53, 25, 28, 4].
Most previous deep hashing methods focus on maximizing the retrieval performance for a linear scan over the
whole database of N data points. The time complexity of
linear scan over K-bit hash codes is O(N K/8), much more
efficient than O(N D), the time complexity of linear scan
over D-dimensional continuous representations (D  K).
However, the linear complexity is still unacceptable for very
large databases. In this paper, we focus on Hamming space
retrieval [37, 2] that enables constant-time search through
hash lookups, where for each query, it returns data points
within a Hamming ball of radius H. As is widely known,
a remarkable advantage of hashing is that any bucket in the
hash table can be queried in O(1) by table lookups. For binary codes of K bits, the number of distinct hash buckets
to be examined increases exponentially w.r.t. H [37]. And
empirically, we can find all H-neighbors of a given query in

constant time only when H ≤ 2. Hence, we concentrate on
optimizing the search efficiency and accuracy of Hamming
space retrieval based on Hamming radius 2.
The key observation of Hamming space retrieval is that,
for each query, only points inside the Hamming ball will be
returned as relevant, while those outside are pruned directly.
Thus, it requires explicit discrimination between inside and
outside of the Hamming ball, by explicitly characterizing
the Hamming ball in loss functions. Take the state-of-theart Deep Cauchy Hashing (DCH) [2] as an example, without
characterizing the Hamming ball, the loss of similar pairs
within the Hamming ball takes a large fraction of the total
loss but is not beneficial to candidate pruning, resulting in a
biased model for Hamming space retrieval.
The robustness to noise in data labels is also important
for supervised hashing. In real applications, the similarity
information is collected from the semantic labels or implicit
feedback from click-through data. Due to human subjectivity or the lack of expertise, the similarity supervision may be
inaccurate. In this setting, similar images might be wrongly
labeled as dissimilar, or vice versa. Unreliable training data
may result in very deficient hashing models. Previous methods [53, 4, 2] typically assign large loss on image pairs with
“dissimilar” labels but with similar hash codes, regardless
that the large loss may stem from label noise. Consequently,
these models are vulnerable to noisy data.
Towards the above problems, this paper proposes a maxmargin t-distribution loss, where the t-distribution concentrates more similar points to be within the Hamming ball,
and the margin characterizes the Hamming radius such that
less penalization is imposed to similar points falling inside
the Hamming ball. With the margin idea, the loss function
also introduces robustness to data noise in that the image
pairs with wrong labels will not be overly penalized to deteriorate the model. We further propose a new semi-batch optimization algorithm tailored to extremely imbalanced data,
a common scenario in practice that similarity information
is much sparser than dissimilarity information. Comprehensive experiments demonstrate that MMHH can generate
compact and noise-robust hash codes and yield state-of-theart image retrieval performance on four benchmark datasets.

2. Related Work
Existing hashing methods can be roughly put into two
categories: unsupervised hashing and supervised hashing.
A comprehensive survey is provided in [46].
Unsupervised hashing methods encode data to binary
codes by learning hash functions from unlabeled data based
on reconstruction error minimization [40, 13] and graph
learning [47, 20, 31, 54]. Supervised hashing methods incorporate supervised information (e.g., pairwise similarity)
to mitigate the semantic gap and improve hashing quality.
KSH [30] and SDH [41] generate nonlinear or discrete hash

codes by minimizing the Hamming distances over similar
pairs while maximizing the distances over dissimilar ones.
Deep hashing has attracted extensive attention recently
due to the superior performance. CNNH [49] follows a twostage strategy in which the first stage learns hash codes and
the second stage learns a deep-network hash function to fit
the codes. DNNH [21] improves CNNH with a simultaneous feature learning and hash coding framework such that
deep representations and hash codes are optimized jointly.
DSRH [28] learns deep hash functions from semantic ranking supervision. DHN [53] and DSDH [24] simultaneously
preserve pairwise similarity and control quantization error.
HashNet [4] improves DHN by balancing training pairs and
achieving nearly zero quantization error using continuation.
ADSH [17] treats queries and database points in an asymmetric way for more efficient training. DSEH [23] learns
a deep joint semantic-embedding for hashing. BGDH [50]
captures the underlying structure of data by constructing a
bipartite graph. WDH [6] leverages social tag semantics to
enhance hash codes quality. In addition, adversary training
mechanism has been introduced to fully capture semantic
information from unlabeled data [35, 42, 45, 8].
Unlike previous hashing methods [4, 24, 17] designed
for linear scan performance, we focus on Hamming space
retrieval that prunes all buckets outside the Hamming ball
for each query. Thus it is crucial to concentrate more similar
points to be within the Hamming ball. The only work in
this line is Deep Cauchy Hashing (DCH) [2]. However, it
treats all data pairs uniformly, no matter they are inside or
outside the Hamming ball, contradicting the mechanism of
candidate pruning using the Hamming ball as an absolute
boundary. Different from these previous works, our work
explicitly characterizes the Hamming ball by a new maxmargin t-distribution loss, which is also robust to noisy data.

3. Maximum-Margin Hamming Hashing
3.1. Hamming Space Retrieval
In supervised image retrieval, we are given an image
n
database XD = {xi }N
i=1 and a subset XT = {xi }i=1 of
XD as the training set. Image pairs xi and xj (xi , xj ∈ XT )
are provided with the pairwise similarity label sij , where xi
and xj are similar if sij = 1, and dissimilar if sij = 0. In
deep supervised hashing, we build a model by learning a
K
nonlinear hash function f : x 7→ h ∈ {−1, 1} via deep
networks such that the similarity relationship in S = {sij }
can be preserved in the binary hash codes.
This paper focuses on Hamming space retrieval, which is
a constant-time retrieval scenario for practical applications.
Definition 1. Hamming Space Retrieval [2], also known
as hash lookup search, refers to the retrieval scenario that
directly returns data points within Hamming radius H to
each query by hash lookups instead of linear scan.
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Figure 1. The architecture of MMHH consists of four components: (1) a convolutional network for learning image representations; (2) a
fully-connected hash layer for converting image representations into K-bit hash codes; (3) a max-margin t-distribution loss that explicitly
characterizes the Hamming ball by the margin for preserving similarity relationship in the Hamming space, and for introducing robustness
to data noise; (4) a quantization loss for controlling the binarization error. The model is trained by a semi-batch optimization method for
imbalanced data. The max-margin t-distribution loss differs significantly for similar and dissimilar pairs inside and outside Hamming ball.

For binary codes of K bits, the number
 hash
PHof distinct
K
buckets to be retrieved is N (K, H) =
k=0 k , where
H is the Hamming radius. When the Hamming radius is
small enough, typically H ≤ 2, we can build a hash lookup
table to find out all H-neighbors in constant time. However,
N (K, H) increases exponentially with H and it is unaffordable to retrieve N (K, H) buckets when H > 2 [2]. For
Hamming space retrieval, the critical challenge is to learn
hash codes enabling effective and efficient pruning through
Hamming ball of radius H ≤ 2. We present MaximumMargin Hamming Hashing (MMHH) towards this goal.

3.2. Network Architecture
The architecture of Maximum-Margin Hamming Hashing (MMHH) is illustrated in Figure 1. Similar to previous
work [2], we replace the classifier layer in convolutional
neural network (CNN) [19, 14] with a fully-connected hash
layer together with a hyperbolic tangent (tanh) function to
transform the feature representation of each image xi into
K-dimensional continuous code zi ∈ RK . Finally, we obtain binary hash codes by hi = sgn(zi ) where sgn(z) is
the sign function. A novel max-margin t-distribution loss is
designed for learning compact and noise-robust hash codes.

3.3. Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
Preserving the similarity relationship over image pairs is
a typical criterion for deep learning to hash. In this respect,
Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SNE) [15] is well fit to
hashing since it also converts the high-dimensional data into
low-dimensional representations while preserving the similarity relationship of the high-dimensional data into lowdimensional codes.
Similar to SNE [15, 36], we first convert the distance between each image pair into a probability that quantifies the
similarity relationship. Given a pair of images together with
their pairwise similarity label as (xi , xj , sij ), we use prob-

ability pij and qij to denote the similarity between (xi , xj )
and between their hash codes (hi , hj ) respectively. To minimize the mismatch between pij and qij , a natural measure
is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence:
XX
pij
L = KL(P kQ) =
pij log
,
(1)
qij
i
j
where P and Q are the joint probability distributions in the
high-dimensional and low-dimensional spaces respectively.
Since P quantifies the similarity information of image pairs,
we can naturally set pij = sij in supervised hashing.

3.4. Max-Margin t-Distribution Loss
A disadvantage of Equation (1) is that it ignores dissimilar image pairs. When pij is extremely small, indicating xi
and xj are dissimilar, the divergence is very small and pair
xi and xj has negligible influence on the loss function. As
a result, Equation (1) fails to completely retain the dissimilarity relationship of the high-dimensional data. To fully
capture both similarity and dissimilarity relationships, we
propose a weighted KL divergence as

pij

sij = 1

pij log q ,
XX
ij
L=
wij ·
1 − pij


, sij = 0
i
j
(1 − pij ) log
1 − qij
(2)
where wij is the weight for each training pair (xi , xj , sij )
to mitigate the data imbalance problem. In each batch, we
enhance the weights of similar pairs (sij = 1) by setting
wij as the ratio of dissimilar pairs over similar pairs [4]. We
drop the constant terms and rewrite Equation (2) as follows:


X
1
1
+ (1 − sij ) log
.
L=
wij sij log
qij
1 − qij
sij ∈S

(3)
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Figure 2. (a) Probability function, (b) loss for similar pairs, and (c)
loss for dissimilar pairs. The X-axis denotes Hamming Distance.

Based on Equation (3), any valid probability function
qij can be used to instantiate a specific hashing model.
Figure 2(a) shows several valid probability functions w.r.t.
Hamming distance DH between hash codes of data pairs.
1
HashNet [4] chooses Sigmoid function: q = 1+exp(−D
ip )
(black line), where Dip is the inner product between data
pairs calculated by their Hamming distance: Dip = K −
1
2DH . DCH [2] adopts Cauchy distribution: q = 1+D
H
(blue line). Figure 2(b) shows the loss for similar pairs taking as log q1ij , and Figure 2(c) shows the loss for dissimilar
1
pairs taking as log 1−q
.
ij
However, all above probability functions fail to explicitly
characterize the Hamming ball which is an absolute boundary between relevant and irrelevant. To address this disadvantage, we propose a novel probability function based on
max-margin t-distribution, which can both concentrate similar pairs outside the Hamming ball (Figure 1, the right plot)
and improve the model’s robustness to noisy data:

1


, sij = 1

1 + max(0, DH (i, j) − H)
qij =
(4)
1


,
sij = 0

1 + max(H, DH (i, j))
where H is the Hamming ball radius pre-specified in Hamming space retrieval, e.g. H = 2 for most scenarios. Next,
we elaborate the two cases of Equation (4) respectively.
Loss for Similar Pairs. As shown in Figure 2(a), the
probability generated by the Sigmoid function stays nearly
1 when the Hamming distance between hash codes is much
larger than 2. It starts to decrease very fast only when the
Hamming distance gets close to K/2, and keeps nearly 0
when the Hamming distance is larger than K/2. It means
that the Sigmoid function is only sensitive to Hamming distance near K/2, but not discriminative enough in the rest.
The Cauchy distribution decreases sharply from 1 to 0.33
when the Hamming distance increases from 0 to 2, which
over-emphasizes the pairs within the Hamming ball and has
a limited benefit on the pruning effectiveness.
In Hamming space retrieval, data points inside the Hamming ball are retrievable while those outside are irretrievable. For similar pairs, the loss function should focus more
on the similar pairs outside the Hamming ball of radius H,
since the ones inside the ball are guaranteed to be returned.

Our max-margin t-distribution loss (Figure 2(b), red line)
vanishes for similar pairs within Hamming radius H but increases fast when the Hamming distance is larger than H,
which can effectively focus the model on the similar pairs
outside the Hamming ball to reduce false negatives.
Loss for Dissimilar Pairs. For dissimilar pairs with
small Hamming distance, previous methods [53, 4, 2] make
them far apart by improperly large penalization regardless
of the potential noise. For clean data, dissimilar images tend
to have codes with large distance. For noisy data, however,
there are many “dissimilar” pairs with very small Hamming
distance, possibly due to erroneous similarity labels commonly seen in real applications. In this scenario, assigning
overly large loss to those feature-close but label-dissimilar
pairs will make the model vulnerable to noisy data.
As shown in Figure 2(c), the Sigmoid loss increases
quickly for dissimilar pairs when the distance is less than
K/2, and the Cauchy loss approaches infinity for dissimilar
pairs with distance less than 2. Hence, both of them are not
robust to noisy data. Our max-margin t-distribution loss for
dissimilar pairs (Figure 2(c), green line) truncates the loss to
a constant when the Hamming distance DH ≤ H, yielding
a smooth loss curve which is more robust to noisy data.

3.5. Objective Function
Combining the probability proposed in Equation (4) into
Equation (3), we obtain the max-margin t-distribution loss:
X
L=
wij (sij ) log (1 + max(0, DH (i, j) − H))
sij ∈S

+

X


wij (1 − sij ) log 1 +

sij ∈S


1
.
max(H, DH (i, j))

(5)
Equation (5) is difficult to optimize with binary constraints
hi ∈ {−1, 1}K . Many previous works [53, 24, 2] use continuous relaxation to replace the discrete Hamming distance
between a pair of codes (zi , zj ), employing the relationship
between the Hamming distance and their cosine distance:
K
(6)
(1 − cos(zi , zj )) .
2
Equation (6) is more convenient to be applied in the deep
network than the Hamming distance. To control the quantization error of converting the continuous representations to
binary codes, we adopt the standard quantization loss:
DH (i, j) =

Q=

n
X

k sgn(zi ) − zi k22 .

(7)

i=1

By integrating the novel max-margin t-distribution loss
in Equation (5) and the quantization loss in Equation (7), we
obtain the overall objective function for the MMHH model:
min L + λQ,
Θ

(8)

where Θ denotes the network parameters, and λ is a hyperparameter to trade-off L and Q selected by cross-validation.
After convergence, we obtain K-bit binary codes by h ←
sgn(z). Since the quantization error is explicitly controlled,
the final binarization step is sufficiently accurate.

3.6. Semi-Batch Optimization
A critical challenge for learning to hash from similarity
data is that the similarity information is often very sparse in
real retrieval systems, namely, similar pairs are often much
fewer than dissimilar pairs [4]. Most methods alleviate data
imbalance by up-weighting the similar pairs. This may fail
on extremely imbalanced data as there are nearly none similar pairs in each mini-batch, and up-weighting cannot cover
sufficient similarity information for mini-batch training.
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Figure 3. Semi-batch optimization for training on imbalance data.

Motivated by augmented memory [44, 48], we propose
semi-batch optimization to address this problem. We store
the codes of the training set as the augmented memory. For
the (t+1)-th epoch, the network parameters are Θ(t) and the
(t)
(t)
augmented memory is {z1 , · · · , zn }. Given an input xi ,
(t+1)
we compute the new code by zi
= f (xi ; Θ(t) ) and update the corresponding memory. The pairwise loss is calcu(t+1)
lated by zi
with all its similar and dissimilar pairs in the
augmented memory. Finally, we back-propagate the loss to
update the network parameters. As a result, the semi-batch
optimization guarantees that the network is always trained
with sufficiently diverse similar pairs, as shown in Figure 3.

4. Experiments
We evaluate the performance of our proposed approach
with the state-of-art methods on four benchmark datasets:
NUS-WIDE, CIFAR-10, MS-COCO, and ImageNet.

4.1. Evaluation Setup
CIFAR-10 [18] is a dataset consisting of 10 object categories each with 6000 images. We sample 100 images per
class as query set and take the rest as database. We sample
500 images per class in the database as the training set.
MS-COCO [26] contains 82,783 training images and
40,504 validation images, each annotated by some of the 80
categories. We first prune images without category information and obtain 122,218 images by combining the training
and validation images. We sample 5,000 images as query

set and take the rest as the database. We sample 10,000
images from the database as the training set.
NUS-WIDE [5] contains 269,648 images within 81 concepts. We sample 5,000 images as query set and take the rest
as database. We sample 10,000 images from the database as
the training set.
ImageNet [38] contains over 1.2M images in the training set and 50K images in the validation set, where each
image is labeled by one of 1,000 categories. We use the images in the training and validation sets as the database and
query set respectively, and randomly select 100 images per
category from the database as the training set.
Following the evaluation protocol of previous work [21,
53, 4, 2], the similarity information for hash function learning and ground truth evaluation is constructed from image
labels. If two images xi and xj share at least one label,
they are similar (sij = 1); otherwise, they are dissimilar
(sij = 0). Although we construct similarity information by
image labels, our approach can learn hash codes in the case
where only similarity information is available.
We evaluate the retrieval performance of MMHH with
eight state-of-the-art methods, including three supervised
shallow methods ITQ [13], KSH [30], and SDH [41], along
with five supervised deep methods CNNH [49], DNNH
[21], DHN [53], HashNet [4] and DCH [2]. For shallow
hashing methods, we use as input the 4096-dimensional DeCAF7 features [9]. For deep hashing methods, we use raw
images as the input.
The evaluation protocol for Hamming spatial retrieval
[37, 2] constitutes two phases: (1) pruning, which searches
the hash lookup table and returns points within Hamming
radius H to each query; (2) re-ranking, which re-ranks the
continuous codes of the returned points in ascending order
of their distances to the query. For the best efficiency, the
search based on pruning and re-ranking is widely-deployed
in large-scale retrieval systems, and the continuous features
before binarization are adopted for the re-ranking step.
To measure the retrieval quality, we use three standard
evaluation metrics for Hamming space retrieval with Hamming radius H = 2 [2, 3]: Mean Average Precision within
Hamming radius 2 (MAP@H≤ 2), Precision within Hamming radius 2 (P@H≤2), and Recall within Hamming radius 2 (R@H≤2). More specifically, we first calculate the
Average Precision (AP) [2] for all queries, then we compute MAP@H≤2 as the mean of Average Precision of all
queries. The larger the MAP@H≤2, the better the quality
of retrieved data within Hamming radius 2.
The implementations are based on TensorFlow [1]. We
adopt AlexNet [19] as the main backbone for all deep hashing methods. We further validate the efficacy of semi-batch
optimization on ImageNet by comparing MMHH, DCH and
HashNet with ResNet50 [14] as the backbone. We finetune the ImageNet-pretrained backbones and train the hash

Table 1. MAP Results of Re-ranking within Hamming Radius 2 for Different Bits on Three Benchmark Datasets

NUS-WIDE
16 bits 32 bits 48 bits 64 bits
MMHH 0.7719 0.7992 0.7888 0.7547
DCH
0.7401 0.7720 0.7685 0.7124
HashNet 0.6944 0.7147 0.6736 0.6190
0.6901 0.7021 0.6685 0.5664
DHN
DNNH 0.6191 0.6216 0.5902 0.5626
CNNH 0.5843 0.5989 0.5734 0.5729
SDH
0.6681 0.6824 0.5979 0.4679
0.5185 0.5659 0.4102 0.0608
KSH
ITQ
0.5706 0.4397 0.0825 0.0051
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0.7832 0.7896 0.8074 0.7923 0.8178 0.8246 0.8189
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Figure 4. The Precision curves within Hamming radius 2 of MMHH and comparison methods on the three benchmark datasets.
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Figure 5. The Recall curves within Hamming radius 2 of MMHH and comparison methods on the three benchmark datasets.

layer by back-propagation. As the hash layer is trained from
scratch, its learning rate is 10 times of the other layers’.
We use SGD with 0.9 momentum and a weight decay of
5 × 10−4 . The default batch size of images is 48. All hyperparameters of all methods are selected by cross-validation.

cannot concentrate similar points into the Hamming ball.
MMHH further outperforms DCH, the state-of-the-art hashing method for Hamming space retrieval. The max-margin
t-distribution loss enables MMHH to reduce the penalization to similar pairs within the Hamming ball and penalize
the other pairs more significantly.

4.2. Retrieval Performance

P@H≤2. Figure 4 shows the precision curves within
Hamming radius 2. MMHH substantially outperforms the
comparison methods on all three datasets. When using
longer hash codes, the Hamming space becomes sparser and
fewer data points fall in the Hamming ball of radius 2 [37].
The precision of the other methods on MS-COCO decreases
sharply using longer codes, while MMHH performs stably
across different code lengths. This validates the efficacy of
the max-margin t-distribution loss, which enables MMHH
to squeeze more similar data points into the Hamming ball.

MAP@H≤2. These results are shown in Table 1.
MMHH substantially outperforms all comparison methods,
indicating that MMHH performs higher-quality pruning in
the first retrieval phase and more effective re-ranking in the
second phase. Compared with SDH, the best shallow hashing method with deep features as input, MMHH achieves
substantial boosts of 17.5%, 19.0% and 23.5% in average
MAP@H≤2 on NUS-WIDE, MS-COCO and CIFAR-10
respectively. MMHH outperforms HashNet, the method
designed for linear scan with best MAP@H≤2. HashNet
does not impose strong constraints on similar data pairs and

R@H≤2. Figure 5 illustrates the recall curves within
Hamming radius 2 (R@H≤2). MMHH achieves the high-

est R@H≤2 on MS-COCO. It outperforms DCH on NUSWIDE and CIFAR-10 when the hash bit is longer than 32.
Such impressive precision and competitive recall performance prove that MMHH can handle different retrieval scenarios varying from precision-first to recall-first settings.
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Figure 6. MAP vs. search time on MS-COCO under protocol [39].

Unseen Classes Retrieval Protocol [39]. The evaluation protocols and datasets used in the above results are consistent with most previous hashing methods [49, 24, 2, 39].
In this setting, the datasets are labeled according to categories and all test classes are known in the training phase.
Hence, the hashing methods only need to discriminate between known classes, which is easier than the scenario of
image retrieval in the wild.
We further test our method following a more difficult unseen classes retrieval protocol [39]: On MS-COCO, we
randomly select 20 classes as query/database, and the rest
60 classes as training set. We compare MMHH with DCH
and Classifier + LSH (CLSH) [39] under the seen (S) (used
as above) and unseen (U) protocols.
Figure 6 shows MAP@Top5000 (for linear scan) and
MAP@H≤2 (for lookup search) w.r.t the search time.
CLSH is top-performant in efficiency, closely followed by
MMHH and DCH. Despite the performance degradations
in the unseen protocol, MMHH is competitive with CLSH
on linear scan and outperforms DCH and CLSH on lookup
search, validating its effectiveness on a variety of scenarios.
Table 2. Retrieved Entries of MMHH and HashNet, COCO, 48bits

Method

All Sim

H≤2

MMHH
HashNet

198.4M
198.4M

208.0M
23.5M

Sim@
H≤2
144.2M
22.7M

Return
None
13%
44%

Linear Scan Retrieval Protocol [4]. To highlight the
difference between lookup search and linear scan, we compare MMHH and HashNet on MS-COCO. In terms of efficiency, the search time of hash lookup (0.9 ms/query) is
much shorter than that of linear scan (10.2 ms/query). In
terms of effectiveness, as shown in Table 2, there are a total of 198.4M ground truth similar pairs for 5,000 queries.
MMHH retrieves 208.0M images within Hamming Distance 2, of which 144.2M are correct, while HashNet only

We evaluate the robustness of state-of-the-art deep hashing methods on training data with noisy labels by comparing
MMHH, DCH and HashNet. We generate noisy data from
clean data by stochastically changing some labels as [12].
For each image in the training set we change its label to another one with probability p (denote the label noise rate).
The database and test set remain unchanged.
Figure 7 shows the MAP@H≤2 results of three methods
on NUS-WIDE with label noise rate from 0% (clean data) to
50%. MMHH is the robustest method in which MAP drops
only 0.02 when the label noise rate increases to 50%, while
under the same noise rate, the MAPs of DCH and HashNet
decrease by 0.06 and 0.17 respectively.
Table 3. Loss Fraction of Noisy Labels on NUS-WIDE (p = 50%)

Methods
MMHH
DCH
HashNet

MAP drop
0.02
0.06
0.17

Error Sim
0.7%
0.7%
0.8%

Error Dissim
11.3%
14.3%
30.7%

We further analyze the impact of noisy labels on the loss
in Table 3. For the noisy version of NUS-WIDE (p = 50%),
the losses of erroneous similar pairs (which are actually dissimilar) are relatively small for three methods (0.7∼0.8%).
However, the loss of erroneous dissimilar pairs (which are
actually similar) of HashNet is 30.7%, significantly larger
than MMHH and DCH. The HashNet loss gets overly large
when the distance of dissimilar pairs is small, validating that
HashNet is vulnerable to noisy labels. DCH mitigates the
impact of erroneous dissimilar pairs, and the max-margin
t-distribution loss of MMHH further addresses the issue of
loss explosion of the Cauchy loss in DCH (see Figure 2(c)).
As a result, MMHH shows the best robustness to noisy data.
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retrieves 23.5M entities. Note that in hash lookup search,
it is possible to retrieve zero images for many queries. For
HashNet, though 22.7M of 23.5M retrieved images are correct, 44% queries return no images, dramatically lowering
P@H≤2 and R@H≤2. In contrast, MMHH achieves much
higher recalls, where only 13% queries return no images.
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Table 4. MAP Results of Re-ranking within Hamming Radius 2 for MMHH and Its Variants on Three Benchmarks

Method

16 bits
MMHH 0.7719
MMHH-Q 0.7352
MMHH-E 0.5966

NUS-WIDE
32 bits 48 bits
0.7992 0.7888
0.7891 0.7235
0.6365 0.6868

MS-COCO
64 bits 16 bits 32 bits 48 bits
0.7547 0.7358 0.7832 0.7896
0.7066 0.7022 0.7292 0.7613
0.5478 0.6478 0.6294 0.6625

4.4. Effectiveness Analyses
Semi-Batch Optimization. We justify semi-batch optimization by comparing MAP@H≤2 of MMHH, DCH and
HashNet with/without semi-batch training on the ImageNet
subsets of 100, 200, 500, 1,000 classes in Figure 8.
First, semi-batch is generally helpful for MMHH, DCH
and HashNet to achieve better accuracies. Second, no matter with/without semi-batch, MMHH outperforms the others by large margins. Third and more interestingly, semibatch brings larger improvement on the subsets with more
classes (e.g., ImageNet-1000 vs. ImageNet-100), confirming our motivation of using semi-batch optimization to deal
with similarity sparsity in extremely imbalanced data.
Table 5. Ratio of Similar Pairs in a Batch on ImageNet-1K

sim-pairs
=0 ≤ 1 ≤ 2 ≤ 3 ≤ 4 ≥ 5 > 100
w/o SB (%) 10.1 32.9 59.5 80.9 93.8 6.2
0
We delve into semi-batch optimization by comparing the
numbers of similar pairs appearing in each batch (batch-size
= 48) for ImageNet-1K. Without semi-batch training, there
are (48 × 48) pairs in each batch. With semi-batch training, there are (48 × 105 ) pairs in each batch. Further, as
shown in Table 5, without semi-batch training, only 6.2%
batches have more than 5 similar pairs, and 10.1% batches
have no similar pair. For batches with too few similar pairs,
up-weighting does not solve the similarity sparsity. In contrast, with semi-batch training, every batch has 4,800 similar pairs. It explains why semi-batch optimization brings
large performance boost on ImageNet-1K.
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Figure 9. Loss and number of similar pairs over all pairs (COCO)

Max-Margin t-Distribution Loss. Section 4.3 has
shown the robustness of our max-margin t-distribution loss
to noisy data. Considering similar pairs, though the Cauchy
loss in DCH and our loss appear similar (Figure 2(b)), their
difference is vital to Hamming space retrieval. Figure 9

CIFAR-10
64 bits 16 bits 32 bits 48 bits
0.8074 0.7923 0.8178 0.8246
0.7979 0.7601 0.7741 0.7634
0.6901 0.5550 0.6208 0.5874

64 bits
0.8189
0.7898
0.5770

shows the ratio of the number of similar pairs (and their
loss) inside the Hamming ball (H ≤ 2) over the number of
all pairs (and their loss), using Cauchy loss on MS-COCO.
Both ratios increase through the training process. Although
similar pairs with small Hamming distance should have low
losses, their actual loss ratio increases more. One reason is
up-weighting similar pairs by wij in Equation (2). For 48
bits in Figure 9(a), it is unreasonable that these retrievable
(H ≤ 2) similar pairs occupy ∼40% of the overall loss.
Thus, DCH is a biased model. MMHH with max-margin tdistribution loss reduces the bias by focusing on more difficult pairs outside the Hamming ball. Further, our loss keeps
different from Cauchy loss for longer codes. As shown in
Figure 9(b), for 512 bits, there are 28% similar pairs inside
the Hamming ball occupying 35% of overall loss.
Ablation Study. We investigate two variants of MMHH:
MMHH-Q is an MMHH variant without the quantization
loss (λ = 0); MMHH-E is an MMHH variant replacing
our cosine distance (Equation (6)) with the widely-used Eu2
clidean distance as DH (i, j) = kzi − zj k2 in our loss. The
MAP@H≤2 results on all three datasets are summarized
in Table 4. Without the quantization loss, MMHH-Q incurs average MAP decreases of 4.0%, 3.1% and 4.2% on
three datasets respectively, testifying the necessity of controlling the quantization error. MMHH-E performs worse
than MMHH by 16.2%, 12.2% and 22.8%, proving that the
cosine distance is a better proxy to the Hamming distance
when the quantization error is controlled simultaneously.

5. Conclusion
We propose Max-Margin Hamming Hashing (MMHH)
to enable constant-time Hamming space retrieval. The approach explicitly characterizes the Hamming ball by a maxmargin t-distribution loss. Further, the loss enhances robustness to noisy data by preventing the model from trapped
by wrongly-labeled image pairs. We also introduce a semibatch optimization algorithm for training hashing models
on extremely imbalanced data. Our approach yields stateof-the-art empirical results on both clean and noisy datasets.
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